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Member Association of International Federation of Air Traffic Controllers' Associations

Good Evening Members,

Happy International Day of Air Traffic Controller!
A meeting was held between Regional Secretary (Northern Region) and GM (HR)-NR at RHQ office
on 18-0ct-20 18 regarding the following issues;
1) Quarter issue of D-3 and D-13 type- 4 in INA colony: The matter had been discussed with
medical requirements of both the effected officers and it was concluded that the decision took by
competent authority is final from ATC Guild (1)-NR i.e. D-3 for lady officer and D-13 for
Sh.L.D.Mohanty (JGM-ATM).

2) Deduction of rating and stress allowance due to half pay leave: One our colleague had
applied half pay leave of 8 days in the month of july-20 18 and there is deduction of rating
allowance and stress allowance in his salary.
ATC Guild (I)-NR clearly conveyed that there is no relation of rating allowances and stress
allowances with half pay leave as per rule.
a. GM (HR)-NR called his officer and he clarified that in SAP, rating and stress allowances
are interconnected which is wrong and not justified.
b. GM (HR)-NR agreed that he will try to make interim arrangement and address to CHQ for
permanent solution.
3) One our colleague not getting salary from last six month: One our colleague posted at IGI is
not getting salary from last six month. Earlier he was not the bonafide member of A TC Guild (I)NR, Now he has taken the membership by paying rupees ten thousand and become member of
ATC Guild (I). Then his issue has been taken on the platform of ATC Guild (I)-NR.
I clearly conveyed to GM (HR)-NR that nobody is entitled to stop full salary without any
criminal case. As per Supreme Court and DPE order, department has to release at least 25% of
salary to employee for his domestic and family obligation.
GM (HR)-NR committed that he will try to release his salary in the end of this month and start
the process of reimbursement of his remaining amount.
4) Quarter allotment issue for Junior Executive: Two our junior executive (one male and one
female) had put request for quarter allotment and change in quarter.
The matter has been discussed and GM (HR)-NR agreed that he will try his best to fulfill all the
genuine and necessary requirements.
5) Some issues faced by ATCOs during dealing with HR Section-Heads for any work: GM
(HR)-NR agreed that he will brief to all the section head and sort out these kinds of problems .
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